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1 foliated space ???
$M$ ? $Z$ ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? $0\leq k\leq\infty$ ? $\mathbb{R}^{d}\cross Z$ ???? $U$
???? $f:Uarrow \mathbb{R}$ ? $C_{L}^{k}$ ?????????? $z$ ???? $f$ z) ? $C^{k}$ ????
???? $U$ ???????????? $f:Uarrow \mathbb{R}^{q}$ ? $C_{L}^{k}$ ??????? $f$ ???
????? $C_{L}^{k}$ ??????????????????????????foliated
space ????????
?? 1. ?? (i), (ii) ?????? $M$ ???? $\mathcal{U}=\{U_{\alpha}\}$ ???????? $M$ ?
???? $Z$?? $d$????????? (foliated space) ????
(i) ? $\alpha$ ????? $U_{\alpha}$ ?? $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ ???? $B_{\alpha,1}$ ? $Z$ ???? $B_{\alpha,2}$ ???????
??? $\varphi_{\alpha}$ : $U_{\alpha}arrow B_{\alpha,1}\cross B_{\alpha,2}$ ??????
(ii) $U_{\alpha}\cap U_{\beta}\neq\emptyset$ ????????????????????????? :
$\varphi_{\beta}\circ\varphi_{\alpha}^{-1} \varphi_{\alpha}(U_{\alpha}\cap U_{\beta})\ni(y_{\alpha}, z_{\alpha})\mapsto(y_{\beta}(y_{\alpha}, z_{\alpha}), z_{\beta}(z_{\alpha}))\in\varphi_{\beta}(U_{\alpha}\cap U_{\beta})$ ,
???? $y_{\beta}$ ? C?????? $z_{\beta}$ ???????
$\varphi_{\alpha}^{-1}(B_{\alpha,1}\cross\{z\})$ ???????? plaque ?????plaque ????????
$M$ ??????? (leaf) ??????? leaf ?? plaque ??????????
??????????????? $M$ ?????? leaf????????????




2 ?? $1$ (SDE???? $A$-leafwise diusion ???)
???? foliated space $M$ ????????????????????? leaf
??????????????????????? $C(M)$ ? $M$ ????????
??? $1\leq k\leq\infty$ ????? $C_{L}^{k}(M)$ ???????? $C_{L}^{k}$ ??????? $M$ ??
???????????
$g:M\ni x=(y, z)\mapsto g_{ij}(y, z)dy^{i}\otimes dy^{j}\in T_{x}(L_{x})^{*}\otimes T_{x}(L_{x})^{*}$
?
$b:M \ni x=(y, z)\mapsto b^{i}(y, z)\frac{\partial}{\partial y^{i}}\in T_{x}(L_{x})$
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???????????? $C_{L}^{\infty}$ ??????? $M$ ?? Riemann???????
?????????? $x\in M$ ??? leqf ???? $g$ ??????? leafwise
Laplace-Beltrami??? $\triangle_{9}$ ???? $C_{L}^{2}(M)$ ?? $C(M)$ ???????????
$A=(1/2)\triangle_{9}+b$ ?????
?? 1. ??????? $C_{L}^{\infty}$ ????????leaf??? $0$ ???????? 2
???????????????????? $C_{L}^{2}(M)$ ????????????
Riemann ?? $g$ ?????? $b$ ???? $A$ ??????????
$\pi$ :O(?) $arrow$ M??? $g$ ???? $M$ ????????????????
$O(\mathcal{L})=$ {$r=(x, e):x\in M,$ $e$ ? $T_{x}(L_{x})$ ? $g$ ??????????},
$\pi$ : $O(\mathcal{L})\ni r=(x, e)\mapsto x\in M$
????
?? 2. ??????????????????foliated space $M$ ???????
?? $O(M)$ ???????? $M$ ??????????????????????
???????? $O(\mathcal{L})$ ?????????
$M$ ? foliated space ????? O(?) ????????? foliated space ???
??????? $b$ ? $O(\mathcal{L})$ ??????? $\tilde{H}_{0}$ ?????????? $\tilde{H}_{1},$ $\tilde{H}_{2}$ , . . . , $\tilde{H}_{d}$
????? $O(\mathcal{L})$ ?????????
$dR(t)=\tilde{H}_{\alpha}(R(t))\circ dB^{\alpha}(t)+\tilde{H}_{0}(R(t))dt$ (1)
?????(1) ??? ?????? $M$ ???????????????????
?????????????
?? 1. [6, Theorem 2.5]
(i) foliated space $O(\mathcal{L})$ ????????? (1) ??????????????
??? $r\in O($? $)$ ????? $d$-??Wiener ?? $(W_{0}^{d}, P^{W})$ ??????? $r$
??????? (1) ?? $R(r)=\{R(t, r)\}_{t\geq 0}$ ??????
(ii) $\{R(r)\}_{r\in O(\mathcal{L})}$ ???????????????????????? $d_{O(\mathcal{L})}$ ?
O(?) ???????????? $\epsilon>0$ ? $T>0$ ???? $\delta>0$ ?????
$d_{O(\mathcal{L})}(r,\tilde{r})<\delta$ ???
$P^{W}( \sup_{0\leq t\leq T}d_{O(\mathcal{L})}(R(t, r), R(t,\tilde{r}))<\epsilon)\geq 1-\epsilon$
????????????
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(iii) $\pi(R(r))$ ???? $x=\pi(r)$ ???????? $=\pi(R(t, r))$ ?????
$X(x)=\{X(t, x)\}_{t\geq 0}$ ???? $L_{x}$ ????? $M$-?????????
(iv) $f\in C(M)$ ???? $(T(t)f)(x)=E[f(X(t, x))]$ ????????? $\{T(t)\}_{t\geq 0}$
? $A$ ????????????? $C(M)$ ?? Feller ??????
????[3, Chapter V-l] ????????????????????????
??????????????????? l-(ii) ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?? 1. [6, Lemma 3.1-(iii)] $\mathbb{R}^{d}\cross Z$??????? CL$\infty$??? $\sigma(y, z)=(\sigma_{\alpha}^{i}(y, z))\in$
$\mathbb{R}^{d}\otimes \mathbb{R}^{r}$ ? $\sigma_{0}(y, z)=(\sigma_{0}^{i}(y, z))\in \mathbb{R}^{d}$ ??????????????
$\{\begin{array}{l}dY(t) =\sigma_{\alpha}(Y(t), z)dB^{\alpha}(t)+\sigma_{0}(Y(t), z)dtY(0) =y\end{array}$
? $(W_{0}^{d}, P^{W})$ ???? $Y^{(y,z)}=\{Y^{(y,z)}(t)\}_{t\geq 0}$ ???????????? $P\geq 1$ ?
$T>0$ , ??? $\mathbb{R}^{d}\cross Z$ ???????? $C$ ?????
$\lim_{\deltaarrow 0}\sup\{E[\sup_{0\leq t\leq T}|Y^{(y,z)}(t)-Y^{(\overline{y}_{\rangle}\overline{z})}(t)|^{p}]$ : $(y, z)$ , $(\tilde{y},\tilde{z})\in C,$
$|y-\tilde{y}|+d_{Z}(z,\tilde{z})<\delta\} =0$
?????????? $d_{Z}$ ? $Z$ ???????
?? 3. foliated space ??????????????????????????
??? (??? leaf ???????) ???????????????????
????? l-(ii) ????????????? l-(iv) ? Feller???????
Feller ?? $M$ ????????? $X=\{X(x)\}_{x\in M}$ ????????????
???? $A$-??????????????? Garnett [2] ??????????
foliated Riemannian manifold ?? leafwise Brownian motion ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???? Feller???????????????????????? Candel ???
??[1] ?????????????? Hille-Yosida ???????? $A$ ?????
??????????? Feller???????????????? 1?? leaf??
?????? $M$???????????????????????? A-leafwise
diusion ????????????????????? 1? foliated space???




3?? 2(A-leafwise diusion ????????)
??
$Q=\{x\in M$ :??? $f\in C(M)$ ????
$\lim_{Tarrow\infty}\frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T} ds=\lim_{Tarrow\infty}\frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T}T(s)f(x)dsP^{W}-a.s.\}$
?????????? $\{X(x)\}_{x\in M}$ ????????????????? $C(M)$ ?
????? $M$ ? Borel?????????????? $Q$ ???????????
??????
?? 2. [6, Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.8]
(i) ??? $A$-?????? $m$ ???? $m(Q)=1$ ????
(ii) $x\in Q$ ???? $A$-?????? $m_{x}$ ????????? $f\in C(M)$ ???
??
$\frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T}f(X(s, x))dsarrow\int_{M}fdm_{x} P^{W}-a.s. (Tarrow\infty)$
??????
(iii) $M$ ???? $f$ ?? $h\in C_{L}^{2}(M)$ ???? $f=Ah$ ????????????
??????? $x\in Q$ ???
$\frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}}\int_{0}^{\lambda}$ $f(X(s, x))ds$ $W_{\langle f\rangle(x)}()$ in law $(\lambdaarrow\infty)$
????????? $W_{\langle f\rangle(x)}=\{W_{(f\rangle(x)}(t)\}_{t\geq 0}$ ???? $t$ ??? $0$ , ??
$( \int_{M}|grad_{L}h\Vert^{2}.dm_{x})\cdot t$
??? 1?? Brown??????? leaf ????? $g$ ?????
?? $h$ ?????????????????????????
?? $2-(i)$ ??????????????????????????????
2-(ii) ???? $Q$ ???? $x\in Q$ ???????????????
$C(M) \ni f\mapsto\lim_{Tarrow\infty}\frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T}T(s)f(x)ds$
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? $X$ ????????????????????????? 2- (iii) ??[5] ??
??????????????????????? $x\in M$ ?? $h\in C_{L}^{2}(M)$ ???
? $f=Ah$ ??????? $f\in C(M)$ ????????
$Y_{\lambda}^{x}(t)= \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}}\int_{0}^{\lambda t}f(X(S, X^{\backslash }))ds$






????????????? $h$ ????????????????? $Y_{\lambda}^{x}$ ? $\lambdaarrow\infty$
??? $W_{\langle f\rangle(x)}$ ????????????????????????
$M_{\lambda}^{x}(t)= \frac{-1}{\sqrt{\lambda}}\int_{0}^{\lambda t}\tilde{H}_{\alpha}(h\circ\pi)(R(s, r))dw^{\alpha}(s)$
? $\lambdaarrow\infty$ ??? $W_{\langle f\rangle(x)}$ ?????????????????????? $2-(ii)$
????
$\langle M_{\lambda}^{x}\rangle(t)=\frac{1}{\lambda}\int_{0}^{\lambda t}\Vert grad_{L}h(X(s, x))\Vert^{2}ds=(\frac{1}{\lambda t}\int_{0}^{\lambda t}\Vert grad_{L}h(X(s, x))\Vert^{2}ds)\cdot t$
$arrow(\int_{M}1grad_{L}h\Vert^{2}dm_{x})\cdot t (\lambdaarrow\infty)P^{W}-a.s.$
?????????????
?? 4. ?? $A$-????????????????????? 2-(iii) ?????
??????????????????????????? $x\in Q$ ?????
? $(x\in M$ ????????????????????????????????
[6] ???????????
?? 5. $M$ ?????????????????? $X$ ????????????
? leafwise Brownian motion ???????[4] ? 1?? Brown????????
??????????????????????????? 2????????
???????????? $f\in C(M)$ ??????? $m$ ???? $\int_{M}fdm=0$ ?
??
$|$?????? $f\in A(C2(M))$ ??????? $X$ ?????????
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